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A number of years ago, one of the major brands of boxed pasta products was introduced to the
public with the television advertising tag line “The #1 pasta of Italy now available in America!” The
line was repeated several times during the ad, which featured the happy, smiling faces of supposed

Italians engaged in the consumption of this wonderful spaghetti product. The final
frames of the spot showed a little girl with an enormous amount of said linguine
hanging out of her mouth, intoning the name of the stuff, while the voice over
reiterated “The #1 pasta of Italy….” Underneath the happy child (and her noodles),
in very tiny print, read the following disclaimer: “Product not sold in Italy.”  Okay, but
the fake, central casting Italians love the stuff! The only reason that I relay this
memory is because of the weird cultural stereotyping we do in this country, the sort
of OliveGardenization of every culture in an effort to make it palatable to the
American public. Marketing executives must have in mind the idea that most of us

rarely travel beyond our borders and will easily believe that Italians eat bland, boxed pasta. Its also
true, apparently, that  anything you add lime to becomes Mexican. So begins the stamping of
“Tuscany” on every product sold in America. Cat food, vodka, TV dinners, toothpaste. All sold in the
States as Tuscan. A cheap, dirty way to make the mass consumer feel continental.

The first time I visited an Olive Garden restaurant it was sort of a shrug. What made the experience
interesting (in the least) was the fact that I was so hopped up on ephedrine that they had to end my
endless supply of bread sticks. The place resembled Vesuvio and I kept expecting Artie Bucco to
come mincing out of the kitchen (you saw that cliche coming). The food was. It just was. Liked the
chicken, liked the wine (took the edge off the ephedra). There were no illusions about authenticity. It
just was. The marketing was toward family entertainment, not authenticity. About the time I started
culinary school, the pitch changed. The first “Tuscan Cooking School” ads appeared. I laughed at
the notion of the Olive Garden operating an academy for its cooks. Here I was slugging it out hour
after hour, hearing nothing but “do it again” and “fix it,” while the happy chefs at The Academy
poured cream sauce over everything they cooked. Apparently, the Acadamy taught nothing but how
to make bechemel with cheese and chicken breasts. I should have gone there. More disconcerting,
however, was the beginning of the trend toward slapping “Tuscan” on every sort of product. I often
wonder how many Americans have travelled to the Apennines looking for this heavy handed,
cheese covered cuisine, only to find that it’s an invention of their own country. Time has passed
since the Garden reinvented Italian cooking for fat loving palates, but the trend toward faux
Tuscanization has continued. The first time I saw the commercial for Tuscan inspired cat food, I sat
in silence. A very rare moment. So, according to the people who dreamed up giving beef tenderloin
to pets, Tuscan cats enjoy chicken with a reduction sauce. The same cats who lick their bottoms all
day? Cats and dogs now eat better than many humans in this country. Right at this moment, I’m
watching an ad for appetizers designed for cats. Shrimp for cats. I’m off topic, though. The faux
Italianization movement is tough to ignore.

What can I say? I’m reading and planning trips. I’m cooking from sources as true to their origins as
possible. I’m going to the Olive Garden and asking for olives (I know someone who was told that
they weren’t available). Life’s a journey that doesn’t stop and start in a box. Yes, I can make
spaghetti for three, under $3.00, but it will only feed the stomach. Okay, enough preaching. Onward
and upward.
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